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ABSTRACT
The construction of 10 PW class laser facilities with unprecedented intensities has emphasised the need for a
thorough understanding of the radiation reaction process. We describe simulations for a recent all-optical colliding
pulse experiment, where a GeV scale electron bunch produced by a laser wakefield accelerator interacted with
a counter-propagating laser pulse. In the rest frame of the electron bunch, the electric field of the laser pulse is
increased by several orders of magnitude, approaching the Schwinger field and leading to substantial variation
from the classical Landau-Lifshitz model. Our simulations show how the final electron and photon spectra may
allow us to differentiate between stochastic and semi-classical models of radiation reaction, even when there
is significant shot-to-shot variation in the experimental parameters. In particular, constraints are placed on
the maximum energy spread and shot-to-shot variation permissible if a stochastic model is to be proven with
confidence.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the years ahead, a number of new laser facilities will reach unprecedented ultra-high intensities. Apollon
10 PW (1) and ELI (2; 3) will access new physics regimes at laser intensities of up to 1022−24 Wcm−2, where
strong-field QED processes will strongly modify the laser-plasma dynamics. In one of these processes, radiation
reaction, electrons emitting synchrotron radiation in the presence of strong electro-magnetic fields lose energy
and recoil; as the field intensity increases this energy loss approaches 100% of the initial electron energy and the
classical model of radiation reaction breaks down. This strongly affects studies of inverse Compton scattering
(4; 5) and ion acceleration (6; 7; 8; 9), which are both priorities for the next generation of laser facilities.
Modelling the process of radiation reaction with strong-field QED is however difficult, requiring knowledge of
the final asymptotic free states and the solutions are normally restricted to limited cases, such as a plane wave.
Instead, a set of tractable models have been developed, in which the synchrotron emission spectrum is modified
as described by Sokolov et al. (10). The electron energy loss can then be described either using continuous
emission in a semi-classical model, or by a sequence of discrete and stochastic emission events in a ‘quantum’
model, which can be incorporated into Particle-In-Cell (PIC) codes using a Monte-Carlo algorithm (e.g. (11)).
However, the Sokolov model assumes that photon emission is significantly faster than changes in the field, in the
locally constant crossed field approximation; this is only accurate for field strengths a0 = eEL/meωc  1 (12),
and then only for high energy photons. Recently, computational work has demonstrated that this is a sufficiently
good approximation for describing the dynamics of radiation reaction in the strong-field regime (13) but as of
yet experimental evidence has been elusive.
Two recent experiments (14; 15) have attempted to test these models with all-optical set-ups similar to those
envisaged for ELI-NP, but with peak laser intensities of ∼ 1021 Wcm−2 using existing laser facilities. In these
experiments, high energy electrons are accelerated by a laser-driven plasma wakefield (16; 17; 18) to energies on
the scale of GeV, with γ ≈ 1000− 2000. A second counter-propagating laser pulse is brought to a high intensity
focus near the end of the plasma such that the electric field experienced in the rest frame of the electron,
E′L = γEL ∼ 1017 V/m, approaches the Schwinger limit, Es = 1.32× 1018 V/m. The dimensionless and Lorentz
invariant parameter χe = E
′
L/Es describes the divergence from the classical predictions; when χe approaches 1
the classical synchrotron spectrum would require producing photons with energies greater than the initial energy
of the electron. Both experiments measured strong evidence for radiation reaction and demonstrated better
agreement with the quantum corrected models than with the classical Landau-Lifschitz model (19), even though
χe was significantly less than 1.
There was, however, insufficient evidence to conclude whether stochastic emission effects were present, and
Poder et al.(15) measured slightly better agreement with the semi-classical model, leaving significant uncertainty
(20), particularly about the use of the locally constant crossed field approximation at low a0. One of the main
problems was measuring a large number of shots where collisions were definitely present, given significant shot-
to-shot variation in the timing and pointing of the two laser beams. Experiments attempting to measure more
successful collisions at higher values of χe are therefore on-going in attempts to resolve the uncertainty.
This paper describes a potential way to measure the effect of quantum stochastic processes in all-optical
radiation reaction experiments, and places constraints on the experimental parameters required. The aim is to
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conclude with confidence, using as few collisions as possible, that one or the other model is more correct under
these conditions. In order to do this, shot-to-shot variations in the experimental parameters must also be strictly
controlled, to tolerances described in this paper. Whereas a previous paper by the authors (21) has explored the
parameter spaces of electron energy and laser intensity required, this paper aims to show a clear constraint on
the maximum electron energy spread permitted if stochastic effects are to be measured.
2. MONTE-CARLO SIMULATED EXPERIMENTS
By running Monte-Carlo simulated experiments it was possible to calculate the expected measurements for each
of the possible models while taking account of experimental errors and uncertainties. For each of 10,000 simulated
shots, a new electron distribution was formed, with its mean energy and energy spread both chosen at random
from within the specified shot-to-shot variation. 10,000 electrons were sampled from this distribution and collided
with a laser intensity again drawn at random from within the specified experimental error. For each electron
the final electron energy and the spectrum of photons produced were inferred from mono-energetic simulations
conducted with the PIC code EPOCH (22), for each of the classical, semi-classical and quantum models. The
final electron and photon spectra were then fitted to make simulated measurements of the mean final electron
energy 〈εf 〉, the final electron energy spread σεf , and the critical energy of emitted photons εcrit for each shot.
These were combined by a Gaussian kernel density estimate to approximate the joint probability distribution
function.
The first conditions simulated were those described by Cole et al.(14), in order to verify the Monte-Carlo
simulations. The mean electron energy was 〈εi〉 = (550± 20) MeV, while the energy spread was σεi = 250 MeV.
The laser intensity was described by a0 = 11±3. The surfaces shown in Fig. 1 are the contours of the probability
distribution function, inside which are contained the most likely possible measurements of each of the three final
variables. Shots which encountered a lower a0 lead to higher final electron energies, lower photon energies, and
higher electron energy spread. The breadth of the probability distributions reflect the large errors on both the
laser a0 and on the initial electron distributions.
It is clear from these results that the classical model predicts significantly higher photon energies than after
the quantum correction, allowing this model to be distinguished from the other two by measuring a combination
of the mean final electron energy 〈εf 〉 and the photon critical energy εcrit. The deterministic semi-classical
model and the stochastic quantum model predict very similar results, however, and a measurement of the mean
final energy will struggle to distinguish them. Measuring the final electron energy spread, however, increasingly
separates the three models at higher a0; in the stochastic model the energy spread reduces substantially slower
due to stochastic broadening, allowing measurements of the electron spectrum alone to differentiate between
models.
3. MODEL OVERLAP
It is possible to quantify the possibility of distinguishing between models by defining a model overlap Ω, which
is 0 if the models have entirely different predictions, and 1 if the predictions are identical. Assuming that two
given models are both equally likely and that all measurements are equally likely in the region of interest, the
probability of misidentifying one model as true, given that the other one is in fact true, is then given by:
P (A|B) = P (B|A) = Ω ≡
∫
P (x|A) · P (x|B)dVx√∫
P (x|A)2dVx
∫
P (x|B)2dVx
, (1)
where x is a vector of the possible measurements (in our case a 3-vector for 〈εf 〉, εcrit, and σεf ), P (x|A) is the
likelihood of measuring x, given that model A is true under the experimental conditions, and the integrations
are performed over all the domain of all possible measurements in the region of interest.
If we wish to reduce the probability of misidentifying a model we can take multiple shots; if we take N
independent and identically distributed measurements the probability of falsely concluding that one of the models
is true becomes: p = ΩN . Conversely, if we wish to conclude with a confidence (1− p) that one model is better
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Figure 1. The most likely measurements of 〈εf 〉, εcrit, and σεf , given an initial electron beam with a peak energy of (550± 20) MeV
and an energy spread of 250 MeV and a laser intensity of a0 = 11 ± 3. The 1σ contours are shown of the 3-dimensional joint
probability distribution function, within which 68% of simulated experiments measured these results, assuming each of the classical
(yellow), semi-classical (red), and quantum (blue) models. The two plots are two views of the same three dimensional surfaces.
Figure 2. The number of shots required to distinguish between models with a confidence of 3σ, at a range of initial electron energies
and laser intensities, using measurements of (left) 〈εf 〉 and εcrit and (right) 〈εf 〉 and σεf . The chosen models for comparison were
(top) quantum and classical, and (bottom) quantum and semi-classical. The initial electron energy spread was 50% of the initial
mean electron energy, the shot-to-shot variation on the a0 was ±3, and the relative variation on both the mean electron energy and
the energy spread was 10%.
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than another, we require Nmin ≥ log(p)/ log(Ω) shots. As Ω→ 1, Nmin →∞, making it impossible to distinguish
between two models.
We ran simulated experiments under a range of conditions in order to find the number of shots required to
distinguish between the Monte-Carlo quantum model and each of the two alternatives: the classical Landau-
Lifschitz model, and the quantum-corrected semi-classical model. In both cases, rather than calculating the full
3-dimensional joint distribution function, two 2-dimensional distribution functions were calculated, for measure-
ments of 〈εf 〉 and εcrit, and for measurements of 〈εf 〉 and σεf ; these are essentially averages of the 3-dimensional
distribution function taken over one of the dimensions. Throughout, the parameters were chosen for broad elec-
tron energy distributions, with initial energy spread 50% of the mean electron energy. The relative shot-to-shot
variation on both mean electron energy and on energy spread were chosen as 10% while the a0 varied with an
error of ±3. Other simulated experiments not described here demonstrated that the effect of errors on a0 are
fairly minimal when calculating model overlap.
We can see in Fig. 2 that when distinguishing between the classical and quantum models, measurements of
εcrit as made by Cole et al.(14) are successful, with only tens of shots or fewer required to establish a 1−p = 99.7%
confidence in either one model or the other being correct. As expected, distinguishing models becomes easier when
radiation reaction effects are more prominent at higher laser intensities and at higher initial electron energies,
with fewer than 10 shots required when the electron energy is greater than around 1 GeV. The saturation of
εcrit with a0 also implies that the benefit of increasing laser intensity is smaller than the benefit of increasing
electron energy.
When the semi-classical model is considered, however, it becomes much more difficult to demonstrate that
stochastic effects are or are not present by using measurements of εcrit; hundreds of shots or more are required
when the laser intensity is less than a0 ≈ 15 and the initial electron energy is around 1 GeV or less. Another
measurement is required to distinguish between the quantum and semi-classical models with confidence.
Measuring the change in electron energy spread is substantially more successful at determining between
quantum and semi-classical models; for values of a0 ≥ 15 the models can normally be distinguished in under
10 shots, and at higher laser intensities and electron energies only a single shot would be required. At these
higher laser intensities, a measurement of electron energy spread is also more successful at distinguishing between
quantum and classical models than a measurement of the photon critical energy.
Depending on which models are in question and on the experimental parameters, different measurements are
the best to make. For distinguishing quantum and semi-classical models, a measurement of the electron energy
spread is generally significantly more successful. For distinguishing quantum and classical models, however, a
measurement of the photon critical energy is more successful at lower laser intensities, and a measurement of the
electron energy spread is more effective at laser intensities with a0 ≥ 15.
4. REQUIRED PARAMETERS
Using parameter scans as above, it is possible to place restrictions on the energy spread allowable to distinguish
in a limited number of shots between quantum and semi-classical models of radiation reaction. Simulated
experiments were run at a0 = 10 and a0 = 20 for a range of electron energies and at a range of electron energy
spreads, where the shot-to-shot variation in a0 was ±3, and the relative shot-to-shot variation in both 〈Ei〉
and σEi was 20%. From the resulting 2-dimensional surfaces (an example is shown in Fig. 3a), the contour for
Nmin = 10 given p = 0.003 was found, determining the level required to establish a 99.7% in one model rather
than another in 10 shots or fewer; this is a reasonable threshold for a given radiation reaction experiment to be
successful in distinguishing between quantum and semi-classical models of radiation reaction. The contours are
shown in Fig. 3b).
Fig 3 demonstrates, firstly, that when the electron energy is high, a larger energy spread is permitted for the
effects of stochastic broadening to be observed. This effect is described in refs (23; 24), but whereas they describe
a requirement σεi/〈εi〉 . 0.77η0.5 for stochastic broadening to dominate over radiative cooling, we observe that
the effect of stochastic broadening becomes clear even at significantly higher energy spreads. At a0 = 10 and
〈Ei〉 > 1 GeV, the energy spread can be σεi/〈εi〉 ≈ 30% and the effect of stochastic broadening will still be
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Figure 3. a) Colour map of the number of shots required to distinguish between quantum and semi-classical models of radiation
reaction at a0 = 10±3. Relative shot-to-shot variations in 〈Ei〉 and σEi are 20%. For illustrative purposes the surface is interpolated
between discrete simulations. b) The estimated maximum allowable energy spread at a0 = 10 (black) and a0 = 20 (red), in order
to measure with 99.7% confidence the effect of stochastic broadening using 10 shots or fewer. Allowable shot-to-shot variation in
σEi is shown by the shaded areas and the results of Monte-Carlo simulated experiments are compared to the analytic threshold for
stochastic broadening to dominate momentarily over cooling (dashed lines).
measurable; that is, although the energy distribution does not become any broader, it narrows by significantly
less than predicted by a deterministic model.
Next, when the laser intensity is high, with a0 = 20, even very large energy spreads will not prevent stochastic
broadening from being measured. In this regime, the rate of cooling in the semi-classical model is very rapid,
and if the semi-classical model is a good description then the electron energy spectrum will become extremely
narrow, regardless of the initial energy spread. Both refs. (15) and (14) measured electron energy distributions
with extremely high energy spreads, but while this is makes measuring stochastic effects very difficult at lower
laser intensities, it is no longer a barrier at very high laser intensites.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have described how different possible measurements of radiation reaction experiments can enable the mea-
surement of quantum effects, both through the change in the emission rates and the resulting photon spectrum
and the appearance of stochastic effects and the consequent broadening of the electron energy spread compared
to a deterministic model. The possible measurements were described by a joint probability distribution function
assuming each of a classical, Landau-Lifschitz, model, a semi-classical model with continuous emission but ad-
justed emission rates, and a quantum model with both adjusted emission rates and random stochastic emission.
These were calculated through Monte-Carlo simulated experiments, allowing us to conduct parameter scans over
a range of experimental parameters.
In turn, the joint distribution functions allowed us to calculate the model overlap under different conditions
and to estimate the number of shots required before a radiation reaction experiment could successfully distinguish
between two different models. We used this to show that whereas measuring the photon critical energy is effective
at distinguishing between quantum and classical models at lower laser intensities, a0 . 15, a measurement of
the final electron energy spread is more effective at distinguishing between the models at higher laser intensities,
and is much better at showing evidence for stochastic effects.
We then used the simulated experiments to place restrictions on the initial energy spread required to measure
evidence for stochastic effects. Whereas a very small energy spread is required for the electron spectrum to
become broader (on the scale of 10% at the experimental parameters described), it is possible to confidently
conclude the presence of stochastic broadening even at much higher initial electron energy spreads.
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